Pinaveerabhadrudu Pillalamarri
(~14th Century AD)

Personal Name: Pinaveerabhadrudu
Family Name: Pillalamarri
Village: Pillalamarri (Telangana) and Nelluru (Andhra)

Literary Contributions: srimgaara saakumtalamu, jaiminee bhaaratam
Languages: Telugu

Pinaveerabhadrudu belongs to Tikkana’s era. His srimgaara sakumtalamu is a ‘prabamdha’. This work is based on Kalidasa’s abhignana saakumtalam, the story of Sakuntala from the epic poem Mahabharata. Jaiminee bhaaratam is a ‘kaavyam’ containing 8 chapters, the main subject of which is ‘aswamedhayaga’ of Dharmaraja.
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"Earth provides enough to satisfy every man's needs, but not every man's greed." - Mahatma Gandhi

Hinduism is a way of life, with diversity of religion, and Indian teachings share the importance of seva (service).

In celebration of Mahatma Gandhi Jayanti (Gandhi’s birthday- October 2nd), the Hindu American Foundation (HAF) designated the week of September 27, 2010 as the second annual Hindu Awareness Week: Seva (Service) in Action.

Please visit: http://www.hafsite.org/media/pr/hindu-awareness-week?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=E-news%2C+Sept.+29+-Hindu+Awareness+Week%3B+...&utm_source=YMLP&utm_term=Second+Annual+Hindu+Aware...